Role of entropic interactions in viral capsids: single amino acid substitutions in P22 bacteriophage coat protein resulting in loss of capsid stability.
Bacteriophage P22 is a double-stranded DNA containing phage. Its morphogenetic pathway requires the formation of a precursor procapsid that subsequently matures to the capsid. The stability of bacteriophage P22 coat protein in both monomeric and polymeric forms under hydrostatic pressure has been examined previously [Prevelige, P. E., King, J., & Silva, J. L. (1994) Biophys. J. 66, 1631-1641]. The monomeric protein is very unstable to pressure and undergoes denaturation at pressures below 1.5 kbar, whereas the procapsid shell is very stable to applied pressure and does not dissociate with pressure to 2.5 kbar. However, under applied pressure the procapsid shells are cold labile, suggesting they are entropically stabilized. We have analyzed the pressure stability of mutant procapsid shells having either of two single amino acid substitutions in the coat protein (G232D and W48Q) using light-scattering and fluorescence emission methods. While the wild-type shells were stable under 2.2 kbar of pressure at room temperature (22 degrees C), the G232D mutant shells showed time-dependent dissociation under these conditions. Decreasing the temperature to 1 degree C dramatically accelerated the dissociation of G232D mutant under applied pressure. On the other hand, the W48Q mutant shells could be dissociated easily by pressure at room temperature and displayed little dependence on temperature, suggesting a smaller entropic contribution to the stability of this mutant. The unpolymerized mutant subunits displayed a pressure stability similar to that of the wild type.(ABSTRACT TRUNCATED AT 250 WORDS)